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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to present a complete, clear

and interesting discussion on the recent developments in radio

as used in the Forest Service, and State and Private protec

tive units, and how these developments affect the present use

of radio in forest work.

Within the past few years radio has become part of the,

now, almost indispensable equipment of the U.S.F.S and other

forest organizations, mainly as a fire protection tool.

Through constant research and experiment, radio is be

ing applied with greater ease to a wider range of use con

ditions, and is becoming more generally accepted as a neces

sary supplement to the telephone communication system.

tilth this general acceptance of the importance of radio

in forestry, the developments of radio have been stepped up,

in order to keep pace with growing demand for radiophones

which will meet the requirements of forest use.

Oommunication in fire protection is the major use for the

radiophone, at present, by the U.S.f.S, and other forest agen

cies.

In the presuppresaion activities, communication;, with

lookouts, patrolmen, road and trail crews, and fire weather

predictors are all facilitated by the use of radio.

Fire suppression communication or communication of the

fire line are especially suited to the radiophones which are

developed by the Forest Service Madio Labratory.

The contents fo this paper will deal with the develop

ments of radio equipment as it affects use of radio in forestry.



RECBNT DEVELOPMENTS III SHORT- RADIO IT AFFECTS

RADIO USES I I " !EST SERVICE

In order that a thorough understanding of the importance

of the recent developments in Forest Service radios may be

gained, it is necessary to review the use of radio in the past,

its requirements, and its limitations of use.

Requirements ior Radio In Forest work

"Early in the history of radio development for forest
protection communication it became apparent that best results
could be obtained by placing foresters, who also had a tech
nical knowledge of radio, in charge of the development work;
rather than depending on radio engineers who were not famil
ies with forest protection problems, The project seemed to
be one not so much of radio research as of adapting known
radio principles and circuits to the very specialized and
exacting requirements of forest protection com .unication.
Obviously, the men who by years of training and experience

id detailed knowledge of the Forest Service organization,
and the many different conditions cf topography, fire hazards,
fire control method, and the rigorous conditions under which
the equipment would be used, were best equipped to determine
and develop the kind of tool needed. One of the contributing
factors leading to this conclusion was the inability to find
satisfactory commercial equipment suitable for the wor* and
the inability to locate a commercial organization with suf
ficient knowledge of forest protection communication require
ments to develo'o satisfactory apparatus, accordingly, the
Forest Service was forced to develop its own radio appara
tus."! 1:1, 2)

Following is a discussion of tie Hequirements demanded

of radios which are to be sued^. in- the

Radiophones inust^ first, be extremely portable. Since

their use within the forest is for maintaining communications

between the Ranger station or the Supervisor's office and the

*n in the back country, are no roads, only trails

—and maybe not even that much improvement, it is important

that the radio units be compact, rugged and light. They must

be compact because carrying apace is often vm', limited; 11



since the men or pack animals are already loaded down with

tools and equipment; and of rugged construction to enable

the radiophone to stand up under the rough handling which

they are sure to receive in packing, unpacking, and trans

porting from place to place.

Simplicity of design and of operation of the sets is

another important requirement. The operators of the sets are

generally unskilled in their operation. The use of the radio

is only one of the many thing's which an F.S. employee must

contend with, therefore to facilitate the use of the radio

phone, it is essential that the set be easy to operate and

so simple to operate that even the most unskilled man can

learn to operate it in a short time* The following expla

nation may clarify this statement, 'somewhat.

Before a man is sent out with a radiophone, he is given

a brief instruction on its operation by a skilled or semi-

i.led operator. Then he is given a set of instructions

(See Examples 1 and 2) with the radiophone and is sent out.

Ordinarily he will forget all of the instructions before the

time comes to operate the radiophone unit, therefore he must

refer to hit; instruction sheet. Such an existing condition

shows just why the set must be simple to operate, since the

instructions must be simple and easily understandable, and

simplicity and understandability of the instructions would

be impossible if they.dealt with a highly techincal and com

plicated radio unit.

Efficiency of performance rest conditions is

another prime requisite of the radio units ised in the forests.



Example 1

TYPE SV RADIOPHONE

MODEL A

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATING

(Revised 2-1-39)

The Type SV Model A Radiophone operates with USFS Types S, SV,
T, A, and U Radiophones. Communication is provided between points
which are intervisible. Under some conditions satisfactory communica
tion will be realized between points which have a physical barrier be
tween them. Whether communication can be obtained over a particular
path in which there is a barrier must be determined by trial.
ANTENNA The antenna wire for this unit is exactly 21 feet 10 inches,

and should not be altered in length.

There are two binding posts marked "ANT" on the panel. The
right-hand post is connected to the panel by a short flexible wire.
The antenna wire is connected to the left-hand post, and the other end
is raised by pulling cord over tree limb or other suitable support.
Wire should be raised as nearly vertical as possible. Keep in the
clear- of green leaves and brush. The cord may be looped over a limb
by tying a rock to the free end, and throwing the rock through the
limb crotch.

OPERATION Plug battery cable into battery jack on panel. Plug tips
of speaker cord into speaker jacks. See that right-hand

"ANT" post is connected to panel by short wire. "RECV TUNE" and
"SENSITIVITY" knobs affect only the receiver portion of the Radiophone.
"TRANS TUNE" knob affects only the transmitter portion.

To receive, turn "SENSITIVITY" knob as far to right as it will
go, and throw switch to "RECV". A steady hissing sound will be heard
in the speaker when the receiver is operating properly. As a station
is tuned in this hiss will be reduced and will disappear entirely if
the received signal is strong. When listening for a weak station,
turn "RECV TUNE" knob slowly, listening most carefully when the hiss
volume dips. When the station has been tuned in, adjust volume by
means of "SENSITIVITY" knob.

Before operating transmitter, listen on receiver to determine
if the station you want is already busy with someone else. If you
have not already talked with the other station, or if "TRANS TUNE"
knob has been moved since your last contact, it will be necessary to
attract the other station's attention. If you know his receiver is
operating, throw switch to "TRANS", whistle a steady tone into the
microphone, and turn "TRANS TUNE" knob slowly back and forth across the
scale. This should attract the attention of the station being called.
Next return "TRANS TUNE" knob to about mid-scale and, without further
turning of knob, call desired station by voice for about half a minute
so that he may tune in your signal.

Throw switch to "RECV" and search for station using method out
lined above. You are now ready to carry on without further adjustment.

If a Type S Radiophone calls your station, attracting your at
tention by the method stated above, it will be necessary for you to
retune your receiver only, after answering his first call. This is be
cause his tuning knob affects both his transmitter and receiver, so
that when he tunes his Radiophone for reception of your signal, he
thereby shifts his transmitter frequency from that at which you first
heard him. Once your receiver has been re-adjusted, you are ready to
carry on with no further adjustment. Do not retune or adjust your
transmitter.

BATTERIES Three 45-volt "B" batteries and one 3-volt "A" battery are
required. For longest life use three General V-30-AA-2

(not V-30-AA) "B" batteries, and one General 4H2 "A" battery; or use
three Burgess Z-30-N "B" batteries and either one Burgess 2F2H or one
Eveready X-248 "A" battery. Battery life will run 10 to 15 hours of
intermittent service.

Fig. I
Battery Connections

Courtesy U. S. P. S



Example £

TYPE S RADIOPHONE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATING

(Revised 2-1-39)
The Type S Radiophone operates with USFS Types S, SV, T, A, or U Radiophones. Commun^catioiB is

provided between points which are intervisible. Dnder some conditions satisfactory communication will
be realized between points which have a physical barrier between them. Whether communication can be
obtained over a particular path in which there is a barrier must be determined by trial.

In general, strength of signals and distance range will be improved if the path of transmission
is somewhat elevated over the terrain. Often this improvement can be realized by moving the Radiophone
a few hundred yards up a slope.

ANTENNA The antenna is exactly 1A feet 7 inches in length, and should not be altered

Attach wire to binding post at top of unit, and raise other end by pulling cord over tree limb
or other suitable support. Wire should be as nearly vertical as possible. Keep in the clear of green
leaves and brush. Radiophone should be set on log or stump if possible. The cord may be looped over a
limb by tying a rock to the free end, and throwing the rock through the limb crotch.

OPERATION After putting on headphones, throw switch lever to "RECV" and determine if the station with
which you wish to communicate is busy. A steady hissing sound will be heaid in the head

phones when the receiver is operating properly. As a station is tuned it, tnis hiss will be reduced,
and will disappear entirely if the received signal is strong.

If you have not previously talked with the station, or if your dial has been moved since the last
contact, it will be necessary to attract the other station's attention. If you know his receiver is
operating, throw switch to "TRANS", whistle a steady tone into the microphone, and turn the dial slowly
back and forth across the scale. The dial tunes both transmitter and receiver. This should attract the

attention of the station being called Next return dial to about mid-scale and, w-it.hrmf, further turning
of dial call desired station by voice for about half a minute so that he may tune in your signal.

Throw switch to "RECV". If the other station has a Type S Radiophone, his signal should come ill
with your dial at the same, or very nearly the same position as during your call. If the other station
has a Type SV, T, or U Radiophone, it will be necessary to search for his signal with the dial. Once
the station has been tuned in, avoid turning the dial except for very minor adjustments. If this
caution is not observed, you will lose contact.

Upon returning switch to ''TRANS", if communication is with another Type S set, you are ready to
carry on with only slight adjustment of the tuning dial after each transmission. If communication is
with a Type SV, T, A, or U set, it will be necessary for the other station to retune his receiver
because you have moved the dial since he tuned you in. Therefore, on your second transmission, call by
voice for about a quarter minute before going ahead with your conversation. Thereafter no further
adjustment will be required.

BATTERIES Two 45-volt "B" batteries and one 3-volt "A" battery are required. For longest life use two
General V-30-AA-2 (not V-30-AA) "B" batteries, and one General 4H2 "A" battery; or two

Burgess Z-30-N ''B" batteries and either one Burgess 2F2H or one Eveready 1248 "A" battery. Install and
connect as shown in Fig. 1. Total weight of Radiophone with these batteries is 9§- lbs., and battery
life will run approximately 35 hours of intermittent service.

For lighter weight with reduced battery life, use two Burgess X-30-BP "B" batteries, together
with either one Burgess F2BP, one General 2F2, or one Eveready X-212 "A" battery. Total weight of
Radiophone with these batteries is 7j? lbs., and battery life will run approximately 12 hours of inter
mittent service. For reasons of economy, batteries as shown in Fig. 1 should be used except when the
2-lb. saving in weight is of paramount importance.

o

^ Co]
A +

B-
A-

/v« / ffeavy Duty Battery
Connections

o

^ O

fye.2. Lightweight Battery
Conneetions

Courtesy IT. S. ?. S.



This takes into consideration the facts that there is usually

no available commercial power, that forests have a deaden-

Jfect upon 1 die waves, ti.iat th often .aoun-

tains between the sender and I >ceiver, and that static is

often present in large amounts when it is most important to estab

lish communication.

Since there was not any possibility of obtaining commercial

power in the areas where radio is most used, it was necessary to

construct sets, with sufficient power to send messages despite

the deadening effects of the forest, which used power por

table dry batteries. As there a limit to the power of a dry

batten . its lengtl ae, it \, sets

use a minimum of power.

. presence of natural obstructions to the the radio waves

radio engine ex . "ot so

much in the high-frequency sets as in the ultra high-frequency

sets. The high-frequency sets will operate between points which

are not visible one to the other, but tie ultra high-frequency

sets can operate, consistently, only over optical paths. *±s the

forested regions of tr,e country are in general pretty well broken

up, it is necessary that a radio set be able to communicate with

the central station no matter whether there are mountains between

the sender and the receiver, or not.

!,'ote: Frequent reference will be made to high-frequency radio
phones and ultra high-frequency radiophones. These two differ
ent types or radiophones must not be considered synomomous.
They are entirely different in their performance and limitations
of use. f

All radios operate over some special kilocycle frequency and
cannot function on any other frequency. The high-frequency radio
phones ooerate over 2000 to 6000 kilocycles, while the ultra high-
frequency radiophones operate over 30,000 to 40,000 kilocycles.



The radio sets used in the Forest Service must be able to

transmit and receive in spite of static. This statement can best

be borne out by the fact that during li,htening storms the amount

of static in the air almost cuts out either telephone or radio

communication, and since lightening storms greatly increase the

fire hazard, it is important to maintain communication at such a

time.

As a final and important requirement of radios, constructed

for forest use, they must be comparatively low in cost. To gain

this end, the Forest Service Radio labratory designs all the sets

and the parts which go to make up the sets. The sets are then

manufactured according to F.S. specifications by a radio manu

facturing concern.

Earlier Radio Use 3y The U.S.F.S

Earlier in tne history of radio in forestry work, the high-

frequency radiophone was the only type of set which seemed to meet

or to partially meet the requirements of use within the forests,

The high-frequency radiophone was also the only type of set about

which enough was known to warrant development and use. Later,

however, as more knowledge was gained concerning ultra high-frequen

cy radio, more sets of this type came into use.

In 1938 there was a variety of both type* of radios listed

by the Forest Service as being suitable for use in the forests.

Following are the various sets used . the VSFS in 1938,

a brief description of each set, and a discussion of the use and

the drawbacks and good qualities of each set.

High Frequency Radiophones Used in 1938

Type PF Radiophone (fig. l)

The type PF radiophone transmits and receives both voice and



Type PF Radiophone (HF)
(Figure 1)

~1
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code. It weighs about 15 pounds, and has a rated working range

of about 10 miles on voice and 20 miles on code, when code is

used.

The PF radiophone was designed primarily for use by smoke-

chasers and patrolmen where reasonably compact and portable voice

communication is required.

The PF radiophone is becoming obsolete in use. It was one

of the earlier sets put into use by the Forest Service, but it

?
requires extreme on the part of the operator to use it, since the

adjustments on it are rather numerous and require extreme care in

setting. If some of the adjustments are not set just right the

tubes of the set may be completly burned out, resulting in dis

ablement of the set.

Type SPF Radiophone (fig. 2)

This set is an improvement on the PF. It employs the same

transmitter as the PF, but the receiver section is entirely dif

ferent. It requires considerably less skill to operate the SPF

than is required for the operation of the PF, therefore the SPE

is more easily adapted to the average use even though it weighs

20 pounds and has a greater battery drain the the PF.

The type SPF is..recommended for field use in preference to

the PF, wherever the additional weight of the SPF is not objec

tionable. The SPF is used in base camps on fires, on Lookout

stations, or wherever an efficient, portable set is needed to

transmit or receive messages over the high-frequency wave bands.

Type LI Radiophone

"The type M radiophone (fig 3) has been consolidated and sim
plified so that the transmitter, receiver, and loudspeaker are all
housed in one field case. It is a voice and code transmitter-

receiver, weighing about 175 pounds, The rated working range is
about 50 miles.'1 (1:3)



Figure 2

Courtesy U. S. F. S

Fig. 2 - Type SPF radiophone with kitbox. This
unit is the backbone of the Forest Service

radio communication.

SCHOOL OF FORESTS
OREGON STATE COLLEGE
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Figure 3

Courtesy U. S. F. S.
Fig.3 -Forest Service type M radiophone. Used at base canp on large fires.



The type LI operates on 110-120 volt, 60 cycle A.C. current-

ordinary commercial current; not on batteries or other direct

current. Where commercial current is not available, a special

type of generator may be used for operating current. These gen

erators may be obtained with the radio unit if their use is

necessary.

The type Li radiophone was especially designed for installation

in central communications stations where a lower powered set is

inadvisable. However they should not be used where it is not nec

essary, as they may be expected to cause interference over a radi

us of several hundred miles.

Type I Radiophone

The type I radiophone (Fig. 4) is a complete transmitter-

receiver set, intermediate in power between SPF and M radiophones.

Actually, it is a modified type Li set, designed for mobile units,

tentatively, and especially for stationary set-up, as on lookouts,

guard stations, or remote ranger stations. It operates from a

storage battery, using approximately 20 watts of power to trans

mit and about 2 watts to receive* It is dependable over an oper

ating range of 30 miles; on good days it can be used up to 250

miles.

"In addition to its use at permanent and semi-permanent lo
cations, the type I should fill an existing need for communication
from fire trucks and other large vehicles." (1:4)

Discussion of Figb-frequency Sets and Their Past Use

High-frequency sets have one outstanding feature which makes

them desireable for use in forested regions. This feature is

their ability to transmit or receive over non-optical paths.

This one feature, however, does not entirely compensate for the

drawbacks encountered in the field of high-frequency radio as it



Figure 4

oourtesy U. S. F. S,

TYPE ( RADIOPHONE

MODEL D



is applied to forestry use.

Some of these drawbacks are as follows:

High frequency sets are not particularly immune to static, in

fact communication by high-frequency radiophones may be cut off

altogether during periods when static is prevalent. These sets

are not so simple to operate that they are fool-proof, in fact

some of these sets may very easily be put out of commission by

some slightly careless move, on the part of the operator, also

the antenna, due to its length, is often a very decided nuisance

when it comes to setting up the radiophone for operation. The

antenna is long, varying from 170 feet to £50 feet and must be

raised in a horizontal position so,that no branches can touch it;

it is often very difficult to find a clearing of sufficient size

to accomodate the antenna.

Despite the many disadvantages of the high-frequency radios,

there will be a place in the USFS communication system for these

high-frequency radiophones for some time to come.
Types of Ultra High-frequency Radiophones in Use in 1938

"Ultra High-frequencyoperation is still quite new. New tubes,
parts, and technique are being developed almost daily. In order
to keep step with this progress axid take advantage of new devel
opments in circuits and parts, the Forest Service is making sweep
ing revisions in its ultra high-frequency equipment at relatively
frequent intervals. Therefore, the following description cf For
est Service UHF radiophones may be out of date shortly with respect
to equipment details, though the same general types herein listed
will be continued in a gradually improved form." (1:5)

Type S Radiophone

"The type S radiophone transceiver (Fig. 5) transmits and
receives voice only. It weighs about 8 pounds. The rated work
ing range is about 50 miles over optical paths. With antennas
close to the ground over level ground the range may be reduced to
no more than 3 or 4 miles. This set will not work duple ,
the same circuit is used for both transmitting and receiving.



Figure 5

Courtesy U. S.

Fig. 5- Forest Service type S ultra high
frequenoy radiophone. Used in portable

short-range communication.
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It has been used by smoke-chasers and scouts mid fire chiefs on
large fires. Its principal features are its portability and the
quickness with which it may be put in operation. Type 3 sett
have occasionally been used for two-way communication with mov
ing vehicles." (1:6)

Type SV Radiophone

The type SV is an improvement over the type S. It has

greater transmitting power, and provisions have been made for

improving the quality of voice reception. It has the disadvan

tage of having just double the weight of the S set, (16 pounds,

as compared to 8 pounds for the S set).

"The transmitter power output of the unit is approximately
1 watt as compared to l/lO watt for the type S. Ballast tubes
have been used in the type SV instead of the fixed registers used
in the type S. These ballast tubes eliminate the necessity of
filament rheostats and automatically compensate for the gradual
reduction in A battery voltage as the batteries wear out, thus
materially increasing the service life of the a batteries." (1:6)

The type SV set can be used anywhere that an S set can be

used and to a much better advantage ie«, providing that the added

weight and bulk of the SV set is not too much of an inconvenience.

Type T Radiophone

The type T radiophone (Fig. 6) transmits and receives voice

only. It weighs from 50 to 100 pounds, depending upon the type

of batteries used. Rated working range is about 100 miles over

optical pat; . e set 1 for stand-by operation, and

has built-in loudspeaker. The details of the existing set are

not given due to the fact that the current model is now consid

ered obsolete and will soon oe replace. the improved model..

pe -ix Radiophone

The type A radiophone has been designed for use in airplanes.

It operates from a 6-volt storage battery which will usually be

found in most planes. This radiophone will operate even in un

shielded planes and will give plane to ground communication over



limited distances. It can be installed in almost any type of

plane without special tools or mechanical skill.

Type U Radiophone

The type U radiophone (Fig. 8) is designed to operate on

commercial power, and it is intended especially for central sta

tion use; its general bulkinesa and weight preclude any use other

than s stationery use.

The main feature of this radiophone is its simplicity of

operation. ./hen on stand-by operation and a call comes in, it

is only necessary to pick up the grab-a-phone and the transmitter

automatically comes on. The set is duplex in operation, Ue. it

talks or receives simultaneously, similar to a telephone. This

duplex operation is made possible by having two circuits in the

unit one for sending and one for receiving.

Discussion of UHF Radiophones and Their Past Use

The Ultra High-frequency sets, at present, have one decided

disadvantage; that of being unable to transmit or receive over

paths that are other than optical. Aside from this one disad

vantage, the ultra-high-frequency equipment has many decided

advantages over the high-frequency sets.

First, UHF sets are comparatively immune to static and will

operate in a thunderstorm,, fairly well, without undue hazard to

the operator, since UHF radio antennas may be grounded without

lessening the effieiency of operation, a feature which is lack

ing in high-frequency antennas.

Secondly, the parts of the UHF. radiophones are smaller than

the parts of high-frequency sets. A factor which greatly contri

butes to a smaller more portable set in the UHF field.
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Type U Radiophone
(UHF)

Figure 6

Type T Radiophone, Old llodel (UHF)

Figure 7

Type A Radiohone (UHF)
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The UHF sets use much less power for transmitting and re

ceiving than do the HF sets, giving a longer life of use to the

batteries.

The UHF sets exhibit much less fading. The antenna of the

UHF radiophones is short and easy to put up, whereas the antenna

of the HF sets is long c.nd unhandy to put up requiring some care

selection of a suitable place in which to raise it. This dif

ference in handiness of antennas is due to the fact that the

UHF antenna is a •£ wave-length, vertical antenna, while the HF

antenna is a horizontal J- wave-length antenna, also the higher

the radio frequency is, the shorter is the wave length, for in

stance for the high-frequency sets-—from 2000 to 6000 k.c.—-

the wave length ranges from 270 feet to 406 feet, while for the

ultra high-frequency sets from 30,000 to 40,000 k.c. the

wave length is from 40 to 96 feet in length. A comparison of

the wave lengths of these two types of radiophones, and a con

sideration of |- wave-lengths of the HF versus the t wave-lengths

of the UHF readily shows where the UHF radiophones have antennas

which are much the easire to set up.

The UHF radiophones are much the cheaper of the two types

of radiophones, that is for comparative types, as PF radiophones

(HF) versus the S radiophone (UHF). (See USDA Forest Service

Radio Equipment Bulletin)

The above comparative values of the two groups of radio

phones (HF and UHF) seem to indicate that the UHF sets need only

to overcome one limiting factor, that of operation only over

optical paths, to meet all of the requirements for forest use,

or to at least be far superior to high-frequency equipment.
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Regulations and Restrictions

First of all there are the restrictions which are a result

of the passing of the Communications Act. This act was passed

before the value of radio as a forest protection tool was real

ized, furthermore only recognized services were allocated radio

frequencies, and forestry was not recognized as a service. At

least private and State forestry was not recognized.

Aa a result, no provision was made for keeping any of the

radio frequency bands open for forest use of radio. This result

ed in the unfortunate situation that, though federal and non-fed

eral forest protection agencies are faced with essentially the

same problems, existing laws and regulations do not permit the

non-federal agencies to use radio communication with a freedom

comparable to that enjoyed by the federal agencies.

The Communication Commission has lately recognized forestry

and conservation work as services, accordingly, they have been

allocated some few of the remaining frequencies which are still

open. Prior to this allocation of frequencies, the state and pri

vate agencies could only obtain temporary permits for operation

on an experimental basis, these permits being subject to suspen

sion at any time without a hearing. For this reason the state

and private agencies are still somewhat backward in the use of

radios.

Despite the revison of the Communication act, the commission

still exerts strict supervision over the operation of the equip

ment. Due to the crowded condition of the various frequencies,

it is important that every agency stay on its own particular

frequency and does not slop over onto some other frequency. To

gain this end, the Communication Commission retains the right to
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suspend 'any radio operation license, if the radio units cannot

stay in their own particular frequency range. The commission

may reduce its tolerance of frequency variation to .02^ of var

iation either way from the assigned frequency. Such a restric

tion requires the use of crystal and temperature frequency con

trol in the radios, as crystals are especially adapted to the

frequency on which they are set, and they cannot.be changed due

to either weather conditions or by careless handling.
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RECENT RADIO R"T, T ., ADD FINDINGS il
. USE C . )IOS ID FS.

Having completed the preliminary discussion of the short

wave radio as it is used by the forestry organizations, a better

understaning of the importance of the improvements and develop

ments in forestry radio equipment may be gained from the folic

ing discussion of the results which the staff of the USFS Radio

Lab. have achieved in their two or three years of work.

The work of the tJ.SFS Radio .Engineers falls into two general

groups; namely nigh Frequency and ultra High-frequency, each of

which will be broken down into the work on the various types of

equipment under these two general groups, as follows.

:igh Frequency Fadio Equipment

New models

"Type K Radiophone

"The type S radiophone operates in the. high-frequency range
(29o0 to jSuu kc ) and is intended for use on FS cars and trucks.
Voice communication only is provided. T:e radiophone operates
from the automobile battery, and normal power output of 9g- watts
is provided.

'The transmitting range of this new .nit under adverse con
ditions Is at least 25 miles. Tests under favorable conditions
show the outfits to have a range up to *i50 and even JOu mii«

se distances are exceptional when it is considered that the
antenna used is only a 7-foot metal fish pole of the ordinal
hardware store variety, costin about 6u cento.

"The outstanding feature of the apparatus is a small iro.
box containing the matching mit whici permits unusual efficiency
in transferring energy from the transmitter to the antenna and,
conversely from the antenna to the receiver. A coil and conden
ser combination is used to adjust the impedence of the antenna
to the transmitter so that I are brough in perfect tune, thus
insuring maximum transfer of radio energy." ( JF p 810, August)

This radiophone has been developed to fill an cxisti,

need for some radio unit which could be j ly installed in

die units. It will furnish a means of communication between

the central office and the mobile units. This new equipment ..ill
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mit the dispatching.of•tr of

time, since the driver can receive his direction on the It

LI also permit the recc,!^. of fire-fighting equipment or reroul i

it to a more dangerous or more recently discolor ut

the necessity of the ... repOrtin, • to tie central on

.irections.

Developaents of other xk -queue

not of the existing S€ ah

te, to soi Lon, ie-,1 e'eeption

aisslon, Llity.

Recent Findings on nigh-frequency Antennas

One of the chief £ault ". u-ixequeiicy

: Q 1X3 liBg ii

of reception. I sent borizontai

beans: had something to do w.j , I to see

at coul me to correct the faults of t) for t

adiophoi 68.

Experimental on the c ative - ve

aa (the type

' , and simi] uarter-wavo y'erticJ

pprox 7e itet lo... l installed

start .. . r~

types of antennas in service on ; indie: vexv

decided advantage in favor of the quarter-wave vertical. te

fcly tl ese antenn oeen placed in operation and definite

measurements made on the signal strength received from each.



-nee t rta 1,-g, 3, 4, end S will aisclose, that

the vertical antenna pre finite! al up

to miles i..t the bori-

apnta] smia shoes a t average, '..'here two lir ••, shown

on any Lndivi [ul chart for either the horizontal or vertical

antenna the distance between these two lines i ;easure of t

fad at antenna. T:.e major point brought cut by this

comparison is that for the quarter-wave length vertical antenna the fad

ing is very markedly reduce.,, I .lso holds true beyond the

iiiile limit. ^ven though the signal strength of >ve leng ->h

vertical antenna may be reduced in some caees to a lower signal

strength than that of the \ wave antenna there remains the fact

that the fading in the £ wave vertical is reduced to a minimum

and that no allowances need"be made for fading in receiving strength

of a hig .j-frequency set using this type of antenna.

The vertical type antenna may prove to be physically im

practical in man,,; cases due to the necessity for a wood Support

ing pole from /O to 85 feet in height. Steel towers of approx

imately the same height can be used for vertical antennas, but

the method of tuning and coupling te the radio transmitter is so

invorved and differs in each case to such and extent that this type

of tower antenna cannot be recommended for field installations.

It is not recommended that the vertical type antenna be

substituted generally for the present type of horizontal antenna,

but where fading over relatively short distances is now causing

trouble the vertical antenna will prove of value in minimizing this

effect.
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Ultra High-frequency Equipment

New Models

It is found that the Radio Labratory is concentrating its

work in the Ultra High-frequency field. No doubt this is due to

the fact that comparatively little is known concerning the Ultra

High-frequency equipment, and since it has many advantages over

the High-frequency equipment it is desireable to know more about

the Ultra High-frequency equipment.

Type KU Radiophone

The KU radiophone is the ultra high-frequency answer to the

need for a radiophone which can be installed permanently in trucks,

oars, or pickups. It is similar to the high-frequency type K rad

iophone, which has preveiously been mentioned.

"This unit will consist of an 8-watt transmitter and special
noise silenced receiver. Due to the radical change in fire wall
design on many new automobiles it is impossible to mount both
transmitter and receiver on the fire wail as was done with the
type K mobile radiophone. The receiver is designed for edge-of-
dash mounting and direct dial control as is done in certain mod
els of automobile broadcast receivers. The transmitter contains
the power supply and due to its slightly increased size over the
type K it will be necessary to mount this portion of the unit in
the sedeni trunk or in case of a pickup it must be carried in the
tool box or other weather-tight case in the rear of the vehicle.
Remote control for the transmitter is provided. The receiver in
the type KU will receive all standard Forest Service Ultra high-
frequency radiophones." (iixcerpt from a USFS letter to Forest
Protection Agencies)

Type U Radiophone

The type U radiophone, as it was in 1938, has undergone such

changes that it is now a different set, at least in physical ap

pearance, also in some points of its operation.

The new type U radiophone has been condensed and is now

similar in appearance to the most recent type II set (fig 9),

This change makes the U set more of a semi-portable unit, rather

than a non-portable unit, such us it was before. It can now be
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used on fires, lookouts, and guard stations, as well as in the

central office.

Another change of the new unit over the old unit is that the

duplex system of transmission and receiving has been replaced

with a system whereby a button on the grabaphone must be pushed

in order to transmit. This change cuts down on the time which

the set must be transmitting, thus creating quite a saving in

power. Also this push-button offsets any tendency of the oper

ator to rush the conversation. The latter statement simply means

that, whereas in the old type U the operator could start to trans

mit immediately as soon as he had received the message from the

other operator, the operator of the new type U must stop and push

the button before he can transmit, such an action will cause him

to stop and think whether he is communicating with a radiophone

having simplex operation, or not. If he is communicating with

a simplex radiophone, a few seconds must be allowed for the

operator of the simplex radiophone to switch from transmit to

receive. This latter advantage is purely hypothetical and as

yet there is no way of knowing if it actually works as explained.

Type T Radiophone
Llodel D

The fact that tne type T radiophone, as supplied in the

past, has had numerous technical and operation faults has be en

noted and an entirely new set, to be known as the type T, llodel

D, has been developed to replace the old type T,

The principal technical differences are enumerated in the

columns below and their practical meaning discussed in the fol

lowing paragraphs:



TYPE T RADIOPHONE UHF
MODEL D

By courtesy of the USFS
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Old Type T Receiver New Type T Receiver

a. Super-regenerative type cir- a. Superheterodyne circuit
cuit.

b. 2-volt tubes.
c. Loudspeaker standby

Transmitter

a. Ilaster-oseillator.

General '

a. High vertical cabinet.
b. Panel control-trans.-rec.
c. Unit construction assembly, c. Single welded construction.

Receiver:

(a) A super-regenerative receiver is generally known to be ex

tremely broad in tuning. This broadness carries certain advan

tages, as well as certain disadvantages. Due to the broad tun

ing effect of tee old type T receiver, it was possible to stand

by over long periods of time without correcting the tuning adjust

ment. In certain instances it is possible, with a moderate degree

of reliability, to set the frequency of a type S radiophone by

placing the tuning knob to a predetermined point marked on the

dial and call a type T receiver. Slight errors in setting the

type S to exact frequency are covered by the broad tuning effect

of the super-regenerative receiver. With increasing use of the

30 to 40 megacycle (30,000 to 40,000 K.C.) band this same broad

tuning effect is rapidly becoming more undesireable, due to in

terference from adjacent channels.

The super-regenerative receiver is inherently noisy, and

continuous standby operation is difficult where the noise from

the loudspeaker may distract from other work or interfere with

telephone conversations in the same room.

The new type T employs a superheterodyne type circuit which

b. 1.4-volt tubes.
c. Silent standby (call bell).

Transmitter

a. Crystal-controlled oscillator.

General

a. Low, flat cabinet.
b. Push-to-talk (^.s in Type IT).
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has been designed with adequate broadness to receive modulated

oscillator equipment, such as the types S and SV, that is those

sets which do not have their dial set on any particular frequen

cy but which must be retuned to the frequency setting of the re

ceiving station each time the radiophone is operated. However

the superheterodyne type circuit is not nearly so broad as the

super-regenerative type circuit and will not interfere with the

application of radio traffic to adjacent frequency channels.

A further consideration in connection with the application

of the new type T to networks of older type T sets is the matter

of frequency drift due to temperature changes. It is well known

that in practically all receivers and transmitters, other than

those that are both crystal and temperature controlled, that a

change in temperature results in an actual change in frequency,

the same as would result from a minute shift of the tuning dial.

Since the new type T receiver will not respond to as wide a fre

quency range as would the old type receiver, this shifting of

frequency, due to temperature, is of greater consequence. In

operation this effect might be noted somewhat as follows: assume

two stations to be operating on standby service Station A equip

ped with the new type T, and Station B with the old type T. assume

the temperature at both stations to be 35 degrees at 5 -a. M. and

that these two stations established contact for the first time

that day, each receiver being tuned to the maximum reception for

the other set. Further assume that no calls were made between

the two stations for five hours, at which time the temperature

at station £ would be 50 degrees and the temperature at station

B would be 75 degrees. There is little doubt that should station

B call station A he would not be heard due to the change in
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transmitter frequency at station B.and the change in receiver

frequency at station A. However if 1ttions were equipped

with new type T sets this variation in temperature would slight

ly de-tune the receivers, but because the transmitters are cry

stal-controlled, the total difference in frequency would be less,

and the call would be accomplished.

(b) The advent of a new series of 1.4-volt tubes has permitted

an exceptionally worthwhile reduction in battery consumption of the

new type receiver which must be on at all times, if on standby

(c) In place of the loudspeaker, as used in the old type T, a si

lent standby device has been developed for the new models. This

system permits the receiver to operate on standby without the

necessity of constant noise from a loudspeaker. The silent stand

by device operates in such a manner that the minimum signal strength

call from another radiophone will cause the built-in buzzer to go

into operation, signifying that a call is coming in.

The standby signal device does not require that the call

ing station use any form of tune or whistling to provide the

calling signal. All that is necessary in the case of a type S

is to tune slowly across the dial while the set is on transmit,

and the crossing of dial over the required frequency for commun

ication with the T set will energize the buzzer signal on the T

set. In the case of another type T set, operating on the same

frequency, it is only necessary to turn the transmitter on and

off one or more times and the signal device of the receiving set

will respond.

Transmitter:

The transmitter in the new type T is quartz crystal controlled.

Iluch of the difficulty of adjustment of the transmitter circuits
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has been eliminated in the new set and the problem of frequency

adjustment, as discussed under Receivers (a), no longer exists.

In addition to maintaining a transmitter frequency that meets

the requirements of radio regulations, the use of crystal con

trol permits a group or network of type T radiophones to work

together without the necessity of continual re-tuning of receivers.

General:

(a) The difficulties encountered in placing the old type T in

confined quarters, due to its excessive height and breadth, have

been minimized in the new types. The new type T sets are 7" high,

17£" long, and have a depth of 7". This arrangement permits hor

izontal mounting with the panel either vertical or horizontal,

according to the requirements of the situation.

(b) A push-button in the side of the handset provides push-to-

talk operation, as in the new type U set. This feature serves

to minimize the drain on batteries and has already been discussed

under the new Type U radiophone.

(c) The new type T has been completely redisigned, mechanically.

The single unit type construction now employed will be much more

rugged the assembly of individual units as incorporated in the

old models.

Briefly, the new type T will be more rugged and more reliable,

and it will provide an improved receiver of greater sensitivity.

Outside of the major electrical and mechanical improvements noted,

the principal difference between the new and old sets is in the

relatively sharp tuning characteristics of the new receiver. This

sharpness of tuning does not mean that the operation of the sets

has become more critical; it should merely be kept in mind in

planning for the use of these new type T radiophones.
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Ultra High-frequency Automatic Relay

The development of the UHF Automatic Relay is probably the

most important single development of the Radio Labratory within

the past few years.

The inability of UHF equipment to operate over paths which

other than optical has already been discussed as the main limit

ing factor in the use of UHF equipment. The purpose of the

Automatic Realy is to correct this limitation.

Many individuals, having hiked to the top-most peak on

some particular area, has remained for a while to marvel at the

amount of territory which can be seen from that particular point.

It is on such peaks that radio-minded men have paused to contem

plate the unlimited possibilities of the UHF equipment, if only

there were some means by which messages could be relayed over

these mountainous obstacles.

Because of the relative inaccessibility of such points,

combined with the heavy drain on the batteries, which would of

necessity be used for an untended radio set placed on an out-of-

the-way peak, the idea has not been actively investigated until

quite recently.

Lately an investigation into the possibilities for an auto

matic relay was favorably carried out, with the result than an

Automatic Relay set has been developed and put to test, with

favorable results.

A brief discussion of the functioning of the unit, which is

now undergoing further testing, is given in the following.

"The transmitter and receiver proper of the test unit are
fundamentally duplicates of those portions of the new Type T,

lei D radiophone. Rach part, however, has been built as a
separate unit to facilitate experimental alterations. The lo
cal oscillator of the superheterodyne receiver has been crystal
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controlled on the standby frequency. The automatic control de
vice is mounted on a third unit and consists of an open chassis
about 6 by 8 by 2 inches, which carries three tubes and five
relays.

In order to conserve batteries to the utmost, the receiver
does not operate continuously, but is turned on for 5 seconds
out of each half minute by means of a weight driven clock. If
a call, even a call having the very minimum of signal strength,
is coming in on the receiver standby frequency during the 5-sec-
ond "on" period, the receiver automatically locks into contin
uous operation and the relay transmitter comes on the air, re
transmitting any signal which may be coming into the receiver.

In order that the entire circuit shall not be interrupted
L diring the switchover time between terminal stations, when oper

ating simplex, a time delay of 10 seconds has been provided; i.e.,
the relay station remains in operation for 10 seconds after the
incoming signal has been discontinued. This arrangement allows
adequate time for each terminal station to come on the air and
hold the relay system in operation without waiting for the re
ceiver to recycle each half minute." (P. 14, 15 Fire Control
Notes, October 1939).

The battery drain by these relay sets is very small, and if

there are no incoming calls the automatic relay consumes battery

power for a total time of only 4 hours out of every 24 hours.

Unless the relay circuit is required to handle an exception

ally large amount of traffic, it is' estimated that the device

should operate for a period of from 2 to 3 months without atten

tion or replacement of batteries.

The development of this Automatic Relay set will have quite

a decided effect upon the present use of UHF equipment in rough,

broken forests, such as are found in the western United States.

Heretofor UHF equipment has been used mostly to provide com

munication between lookouts and other points which were intervis-

iole. Row, if Automatic Relays are placed on points which are

visible or nearly visible from all points on the forest, the UHF

equipment may be used under any conditions which, up till now, only

high-frequency equipment was adapted to.
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The importance of this new development can readily be re

cognized when the many advantages of the UHF equipment over the

high-frequency equipment are considered, plus the fact that UHF

equipment may now replace high-frequency equipment, as has long

been desired by many users of radio, and where previously such

a change was impracticable.
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SUMMARY

In view of the ever increasing use of radio as a means of

communication on the forests, it has been necessary to bring

about new developments in the radio field, in order that the

radiophones used will, as nearly as possible, meet the require

ments and offset the limitations of use.

Constant work along this line is being carried on by the

staff of the Radio Labratory (USFS) in Portland, Oregon. As a

result many new developments and improvements have been incor

porated into the newer radio equipment.

UHF radio equipment is now in the "limelight" due to cer

tain developments which have greatly forwarded its possibilities

of becoming standard radio equipment on the forested regions of

the northwestern United States.

These recent developments are only object examples of what

can be accomplished in the field of radio when it is applied to

forestry. Therefore in the future it may be expected that radio

will play a part of ever increasing importance in the field of

forestry.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert N. Thompson
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